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Oak Tree Times
All the news that’s t for camp….
Amazon and Whole Foods Merger
Amazon, the largest internet retailer in the
world, based in Seattle, and Whole Foods
Market, an extremely popular, only“natural”
food giant, have taken part in a 13.4 billion
dollar merger. This merger is meant to allow
consumers to be able to ask “Alexa” for food and have it delivered in
minutes to their house by drone. In theory this should cut food costs
because it is cheaper to have a drone do something than a human in a
store, but, on the other hand, this means there will be less jobs. If all jobs
can be autonomized, what does that leave left for people?
According to Erik Thoresen, having worked in investment management
for over 20 years, a major problem in the merger between the companies
will be the clash of missions. Amazon’s mission is, “to build a place where
people can come to ind and discover anything they might want to buy
online,” and Whole foods’ mission is, “promised to offer a place for you to
shop where value is inseparable from values.” Many people go to Whole
Foods because they want fresh food, but if the food is sent to their house,
they might feel like they had less choice in the matter. For example: At a
store, I might look at all the fruit, and choose the least bruised apple. But if
it is sent by drone, the store might choose to give me the most bruised
apple and I cannot return it. In order to combat people’s fear of buying
perishable goods online, Amazon has brought up the idea of ordering your
non‐perishables, and having them packed and ready at the market, and
then you going in, choosing your perishable goods, and checking out with
your peanut butter already in a bag. According to the Whole Foods, this
should maintain jobs because stores will need to be run very similarly to
how they are now.
According to the Boston Globe, Amazon will track your purchases. If I
bought a new container of peanut butter every week for a year, the week I
don’t it will notice, and offer to send me some. Another plus is that
Amazon is going to offer a $5.99 a month Prime membership for “people
who use government food assistance programs.” For anyone who has
Prime there will most likely be discounts and coupons. Because of this new
program, it will make it easier for people everywhere to have access to
healthy food.
All in all, this new Whole Foods/Amazon might create better access to
healthy food, lower Whole Foods’ costly prices, and possibly change(for
better or worse?) how we and everyone else grocery shops.
By Maya Bock
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CAAP POTLUCK!!!

Hello CAAP people! Don’t you all think
Wednesdays are so ordinary? Me too.
On Wednesdays, I sit at my house
after camp and do nothing on my
couch. I just sit. What a boring sight it
is! My brother gets bored just looking
at me, then my parents and before
long, the entire world is bored! But you
would never believe what could happen
on such an ordinary day. Wednesday,
July 12, can you guess it? I can tell
you’re on the edge of your seats! The
annual CAAP potluck! So remember to
not only bring yourself! Bring your
groups food and your family! (But
most importantly bring the food.) So
one more time! What are you doing
on this upcoming Wednesday? No
you’re not sitting on your couch! You’ll
be on your way to the CAAP annual
potluck!
Note: This font is Coming Soon. Can
you guess why?
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THE SECRET LIFE OF:
Adam the CIT
-________ (but don‛t write my name)
Good idea, ______! Now, using my secret research
device, I have found out this:
Adam. Is. A. SWIMSUIT MODEL!!!!!! I know, I
know, he can‛t swim. In every ad you see of him, he‛s always
either in the shallow end of the pool, wearing floaties, or on
land. It‛s his way of confronting his fear of the water,
apparently. He has modeled for Vogue, Land‛s End, Gap, and
lots of other companies and magazines.
I asked him a few questions about his modeling
career and he was very excited to tell me about it. His best
colours are neon pink and orange, according to him. He also
told me that the left is his best side, and that he thinks his
nose is a little too pointy for a model. He said that his
sideburns are controversial in the modeling world. His best
pose is showing his calfs with his left side to the camera and
his nose down, to hide the pointiness. Well, you learn
something new every day.

Maia Poremba

Maia is secretly the smartest person in the world.
She knows the name of every single person alive and what
they look like. She has a photographic memory, even in her
sleep. She remembers every dream she‛s ever had and the
exact date and time she had it. She remembers exactly
when her mother walked by her bedroom while she was
asleep to go up to her room.
But it‛s not only Maia‛s memory that is amazing. She
knows all the rules for grammar, spelling, punctuation and
things like that. She can do any mathematical equation right
within 5 tries, no matter how hard. Her brain is like a filing
cabinet, full of almost all the knowledge in the world.
Basically, she is really, really, really, really smart.
-Ella Lipsitch
-By Ella Lipsitch

❓❓The Riddle Column ❓❓
Today I looked in my folder and I found this: what are
your thoughts on the riddler?
Well I know that I am The Riddle
Column but I HATE the riddler OK anyway the
answer to yesterdays (ok not yesterday) riddle is:
Friday was the name of his horse.

Todays riddle is : One night, a king and a queen went into a castle.
There was nobody in the castle, and no one came out of the castle. In
the morning, three people came out of the castle. Who were they?
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SPODERMAN HOMECOMING
I‛m not sure whether it‛s spelled “spoderman” or
“spooderman” but for now I will refer to it as “SPIDEY”.
Anyway I haven‛t watched the movie obviously because I‛m
writing this on Friday when the movie comes out and I‛m in
camp so….. Yeah. Anyway let us get into the movie. From
what I‛ve read off the interwebs (BABOOSH it comes right
after Captain America Civil War where he battles on Tony
Stark's/Iron Man's side. There also is a new antagonist to
go with the movie, The Vulture. Also like all the other Spidey
movies there is a girl he stalks and tries to get. And
obviously he gets the girl because…. You know……. It‛s a
superhero movie. Anyway this version of Spidey is different
as unlike the iconic look of the normal Spidey he starts off
as a junk diver and gets his stuff from the dump. His Spidey
looks different but Tony Stark comes in and gets him his
normal high tech suit. To the reviews. They got a 94% on
Rotten Tomatoes which if you didn‛t know is super good. Also
the reviewers say despite his superpowers he still is a teen
and still has the awkwardness of a normal teen. There is a
sequel coming out in 2019 so let's a go! Anyway the cast! Tom
Holland plays Spidey, Zendaya plays as Michelle (which
actually is a really small character but for some reason she's
the first thing on the cast list), Robert Downey Jr. plays as
Tony Stark, Marisa Tomei plays as May Parker/Aunt May,
Michael Keaton plays as ONE of the villains known as the
Vulture, Laura Harrier is Liz Allen (The girl he gets), and of
course Jacob Batalon as his best friend/comic relief. Also I
forgot to mention there are three villains The Vulture, The
Shocker, and The Tinkerer. Little is known about these
villains except the Vulture as he is the main antagonist. Dats
all folks I give this movie a total 11/10 but I haven‛t seen it.
-Random Guy

North Korea Pokes the Bear with Unwanted July 4th
Gift
On July 4th 2017, North Korea was confirmed to have launched
an intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) as a test, testing the
Trump administration yet again with another semihostile act.
North Korea has been working hard on the innovation of the
ICBM with their eventual goal of able to reach the U.S. half way
across the world. North Korean president Kim Jongun was
taunting and angry, calling the missile (a Hwaong14) an
independence day “gift”. He referred to the Americans as
“b**tards”. He was quoted following the test on Tuesday “I guess
they are not too happy with the gift package we sent them for the
occasion of their Independence Day. We should often send them
gift packages so they won’t be too bored.” It is clear to see that
the Kim JongUn administration is testing the fresh Trump
administration to see how harsh they intend to be with their
firepower. The U.S. has vowed to be tougher on North Korea in
terms of its military presence.
Eric Traub
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Tag
Hi everyone, my name is Twyla Daley and I have recently been tagged by Maya Shavit. I‛m thirteen years old and
I‛m going into eighth grade at the Driscoll school in Brookline. I have one older sister going into eleventh grade at
the Brookline High school. This is my first year at CAAP and I‛m here for all five sessions. I take Printmaking, Make
it- Break it, Advanced Photography, Makeup, and Advanced Clay. I love annoying my sister and my cousins, hanging
out with my friends, binge watching netflix, and eating watermelon. I am so glad I was able to be at CAAP this year
and meet so many amazing new people. I now choose Hannah Smolyar to be tagged.

Hello fellow CAAPtains, today I will be doing the Noon Time Show Review so let’s get right into it! We first started off with
Rebel Rockers doing the song Brick By Boring Brick by Paramore. The second act was by VideOTT. They showed us
some news about the Chromebooks, OTT online, weather, and the Food Truck. The Third act (or supposed to be) was
Pell Osborn animation with the song Hopalong Peter in the backround with the animation following the music. The fourth
act was a tap demonstration with Jenny Lifson where she showed us some tap moves. The fifth act was a solo of the
song Say Something by A Great Big World where Elena Green got up and sang the song. And I just had to say that act
was AWESOME! There were people crying (I almost did too). Also that song had a super sad meaning but I still love that
song. Plus that was the loudest applause ever and the feels radiating off everyone was super awesome. In general it was
AMAZING. Anyway, moving on to the sixth act which was the Mini Music Musical where they sang Mamma Mia and did a
cute hug at the end. And finally, Hip Hop Fusion danced wonderfully to HeadOfMyClass. That’s all folks!

THE REAL EVIL OVERLORD
Hello, hello hello my minions from times long past,
Yes, in truth, it is I, the One and Only EVIL OVERLORD, protector of the realm, lord of the Andals and the First men, and
generally the greatest being in the entire universe. I have returned from my roamings, far and wide, to give a stirring address to all of
my subjects. I have been on the move for a long time, ying from far away Tokyo to grand old London, from Istanbul to Peru. My
journeys have been epic, the stu of legend, but I have not the time nor the paper to speak of them at the moment. For now, I have a
message to all of my loyal minions and subjects. I am no longer your Overlord. I have found greater things, burning scarlet on the
horizon, for my taking. So now that I have moved on, once again taking to the roads of life, I invite any one of you to take up this dark
mantel. You must be strong to stand in this position, and you must be intelligent, but any who wishes to can persevere through these
challenges and claim their rightful prize. I realize that there is already a new evil overlord, and to them I extend a congratulations. You
are following in the footsteps of men and women spanning back centuries, so treat this with reverence and pride. Give this new
overlord your respect, and cower in terror for his reign, which will hopefully extend for many years. He will crush you, insigni cant
minions as you are, under his iron st and soon you shall come to fear and adore him as you feared and adored me.
On a slightly lighter note, I would like to announce that my bid for global domination is working perfectly! Russia, China, the
U.K and Germany are already in my thrall, and the United States is being run by a senile lizard person! Things could not be better.
I am deeply gladdened to be leaving you foolish, insigni cant insects behind me as I go on, but I cannot say this is without a
touch of nostalgia. Ah, the good old days in my youth when the domination of the universe seemed like a dream, and my writing was
still terrible. So, given that this is the column I will ever write for this Oak Tree Times, I would like to present the nal awards. Bronze
goes to the new evil overlord, for his acts of evil yet to come. Silver goes to Henry Mayper, the past evil overlord, and, of course, gold
goes to me. Because in this column, I am god, and I dictate who gets awards and who does not. Oh, one last award. The second bronze
medal goes to Gavin Mulcahy. A parting gift to you, Gavin.
Well, my time has pretty much elapsed. I have a koala dragon waiting on the curb to take me away to my future, so I bid you
all adieu. And, as always, MWAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!
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Crossword:
States by Capital

Across
4. Columbus
5. Salem
6. Salt Lake City
10. Dover
12. Phoenix
14. Little Rock
17. Montpelier
18. Sacramento
19. Honolulu

Down
1. Des Moines
2. Helena
3. Tallahassee
7. Juneau
8. Albany
9. Lincoln
11. Boise
13. Austin
15. Augusta
16. Richmond
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The Monkeys Cawlumn
Hello for the last time familee,
this summer has not been
quiyte up to the standards of
last summer. I’d like to make a
feow parting rafelections. First,
please cuntinew to lav and
reed the OTT as you have
always done, eeven though
it’s partly dijitil. If I dew not
return next summer than still lav the rest of the wunderfal
OTT. Ramember to always lav others and to be vary nice
to all, even if you do not like them. As for the monkey, he
is going to ovahnite camp and he is vary exytid but for my
wunderafal familee back at CAAP I wish you all the best
of luhck. On a nycer note, I got mail! This does make the
monkey fairly happee. It reads “How did humans evolve
from monkeys”. This is a good cuestion indeed. The
answer is cuyte complicated but in a bannashell: Manee
years ago tthere were monkeys unlike me in evary way.
They were not smart, they were ihliterate and they were
prymal. But then one day, one of those low I.Q. monkeys
gave birth to the first human who then started the
hewman race. Then monkeys like me uhvolved from the
other ones but thats a storee for another day. So goodbye
for now my familee ruhmember that the monkey always
always lavs you.
 Sinseerlee,The Monkey
THE PET WIZARD
Hello everybody! Today‛s PET
WIZARD will be about ANIMALS!!!!!!
YAY YAY YAY WAHOO!!!!!! I has no
questions today so I will be talking
about worms. Worms are great for
fishing and also hot dogs are great for fishing. Over the
fourth, I went fishing in Vermont. I caught 3 fish. I put
them all back because they were too small to eat. We had
pasta instead. It was really good… The cheese that was on it
was good too. Doesn‛t cheese come from farms? I think so. I
really used to like macaroni and cheese. I was very small
back then. I could fit in the baby swings. That was at the
park near my house. Today‛s hashtag is #WormsOffTopic
-PET WIZARD
WORD OF THE DAY:
Perspicacious

adjective
1. having a ready insight into and
understanding of things
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Tips To Being A Great Cook:
Dear my fellow CAAPers! This will
be a very fun article to write and
even though I love writing any type
of articles, I would appreciate
having suggestions that are
adjectives. (i.e. Tips To Being weird
or annoying.) But since I have had
no other suggestions *ahem* I’ll take a stab at cooking!
1) First Think: “Who is this food for?” “If this food for
another human?” “Am I capable of poisoning people?”
“Is there anything toxic in my kitchen that might poison
a person?” “Is there a person that I am mad at
currently?” If the answer is yes to two or more of these
questions, why do you have poison in your kitchen?
And what are you planning on doing with it?
2) Now that you know what you're doing with your food
you must pick your path. Do you want to get revenge
on a person? Please do not poison them. Or do you
want a new neighbor to like you so you can have their
extra parking spot? Do not poison them. There is bad
cooking and good cooking.
Bad cooking: Just because I told you not to poison your
enemies doesn’t mean you can't feed them something
disgusting. Now these exercises may be fun but make
sure that your food looks like a popular dessert (i.e.
cupcakes, cookies, brownies). I will give you a recipe to
follow, otherwise you can grab whatever ingredients
you see in your fridge. Ingredients needed- Chocolate
brownie mix, one cup of mustard, one cup of vingar, one
cup of water, one teaspoon of cayenne pepper, and one
cup of salt. Instructions- Mix all ingredients together
thoroughly and preheat oven to 350 degrees F (175
degrees C). Grease and our an 8-inch square pan.
Spread batter into pan and bake from 25-30 minutes.
Do not overcook. Go to your brother’s room and knock
on the door. “Brother? Would you like to try some
homemade brownies? I made them just for you!” *bat
eyelashes here.* “Sure sibling of which I am annoying
to!” *takes a bite of brownie here.* “Do you like it?”
*Insert innocent look here.* “Of course!” *Insert barf
here.*
Good cooking: You could ask me about this but, then
again, there is google! Search “delicious brownies.”
You’re welcome for teaching you about google! I can do
no better than a Youtube tutorial.
And that is how to be a meh cook, I would say a great cook but
it’s not. Want a tip or two with your life? You can put it in my
folder outside of the OTT room. Tips to being ___.
Sincerely, A tips expert.
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HI! It’s the Interview Crew! Today we interviewed Megan!
You might be wondering who Megan is...she’s the nurse.
Q: What college did you go to?
A: I went to University of Massachusetts.
Q: How many years have you been at CAAP?
A: This is my 2nd year.
Q: What do you do during the school year?
A: I am a Nurse at the Brookline High School and I work with
two other nurses.
Q: Do you have any siblings?
A: I have one brother.
Q: Where was the farthest place that you’ve traveled?
A: Italy.
Q: What is your favorite color?
A: My favorite color is green!
Q: What is the worst thing that happened at CAAP and BHS?
A: At CAAP someone had an allergic reaction and I had to use
an epipen on them. At Brookline High I and the other nurses
had a student who had a seizure.
Q: Do you have any fun facts about yourself?
A: I am a licensed scuba diver!
Q: Where were you born?
A:I was born in Winthrop,Massachusetts.
Q: Who do live with?
A: I live with two roommates and dog and cat.
Q: What is your favorite part of camp?
A: The noontime show.
Q: What parts of the world are you from?
A: My great grandparents are from Ireland, Germany, Canada
and England.
By Sophia Liu

Classroom Spies: Junior Girls and Girls
Rock band!
A few days ago, we got suggestions to do Junior Girls
Rock Band and Girls Rock Band! Today we are writing a double
article (both classes in one!) Starting with junior girls rock
band. Junior girls rock band is performing “Wake Me Up Before
You Go Go” by Wham on Thursday! If you're wondering Junior
Girls Rock Band takes place in second period. (Girls Rock Band
takes place in first period.) Charlotte Kaufman will be on the
drums. Lucca, Sky and Piper will be singing. Sophia and Maya
will be playing violin, Marlo will be playing bass, Esme and
Liana will be playing the keyboard, Minu will be playing the
tambourine and the C.I.T’s Ellie and Lucy will be playing the
kazoos. We are so excited to watch them perform! They are
working on Ride from Cars 3 right now. Hope you enjoyed this
article! Now moving on to Girls rock band. They are working on
a secret song! The class will probably perform soon. This song is
being played by Amy who will be singing, Sally who is playing
keyboard along with Hallie, Clara is playing drums, Hannah is
playing bass and Charlotte is in the class but was not here this
week. Let’s get excited CAAPERS!
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Welcome back to the A&B ADVICE COLUMN!!

Today I’m really happy and Alphonso’s really grumpy because, as he puts it;”Even though
I’m not here, doesn’t mean that you can just check out of newspaper writing!” He is also
grumpy because his brothers got people pox, so they had to cut the vacation short and they
didn’t get to go to the amusement park that they love. I’m happy because we got another
question. It reads; “Ahem. Eghhh-hem.(reading it with Alphonso) ‘How do I be awesome?’”
Ughhhh. Why do all our noteleavers have terrible
handwriting!?!?!?
See what I mean? He complains about anything and everything. Anyway, as an answer to
your question, you should probablyJust leave it to the “Tips To Being _____” folder. We don’t
know anything about being awesome. Don’t ask us.
Whoa……. Who……. Who are you?
Obviously some crazy dude-it’s dudette thank you-who thinks that he-she-can
just butt into our column.
Okay. As an answer to your question, my name is Caroline. I
am a Kangaroo. I live on Hoppity Lane; right next to you,
Beowulf.
AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! YOU”RE A STALKER !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
HELP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! AHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!To be continued…….

RIDDLES

Q: Did you hear the joke about the roof? A: Never mind, it's over your
head!
Q: How many letters are in The Alphabet? A: There are 11 letters in
The Alphabet
Q: How can you spell cold with two letters? A: IC (icy)
Q: What state is surrounded by the most water? A: Hawaii (this is really
just a trick
riddle)
Q: David's father had three sons: Snap, Crackle, and ? A: David!
Q: What is the center of gravity? A: The letter V!
Q: What English word has three consecutive double letters? A:
Bookkeeper
Q: What has a head, a tail, is brown, and has no legs? A: A penny!
Q: The turtle took two chocolates to Texas to teach Thomas to tie his
boots. How many T's in that? A: There are 2 T's in THAT!
Q: What goes up, but never comes down? A: Your age!
Q: What gets bigger and bigger as you take more away from it? A: A
hole!
Q: How many months have 28 days? A: All of them!
Q: Can you spell rotted with two letters? A: DK (decay)
Q: How many books can you put into an empty backpack? A: One! After
that it's not empty.
Q: Which weighs more, a ton of feathers or a ton of bricks? A: Neither,
they both weigh a ton!
Q: Does your shirt have holes in it? A: No, then how did you put it on?
Q: What starts with a P and ends with an E and has a million letters in
it? A: Post Office!
Q: When does a cart come before a horse? A: In the dictionary!
Q: What is full of holes but can still hold water? A: A sponge!
Q: What has two hands, a round face, always runs, but stays in place?
A: A clock!
Q: Where does success come before work? A: In the dictionary!
Q: What breaks when you say it? A: Silence!
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Friendship Central - Friendship Advice!! By : The
AnonyMOUSES

Today we are giving a shout out to Kai and Anto for
submitting their quiz in our Friendship Central folder (outside the
OTT room) and proving they have a tight friendship. GO KAI AND
ANTO!! ps. keep submitting quizzes from yesterday and we will give
you a shoutout!
On another note, yesterday an anonymous camper left a
note in our folder and asked for advice. The note said:
“I have
two groups of friends. The friends in one group, don’t like the
friends in the other group, and vise-versa. I want to hangout with
both groups. What do I do?” Here is our advice:
Dear Camper,
We sure know this struggle! Unfortunately, you can’t FORCE
the groups to like each other, but you can ENCOURAGE them to do
so. Doing this is quite simple. What you do is find hobbies that they
have in common and do these activities with both groups together, in
order to form a new friendship. Also, get both groups together to
try to fig.ure out why they don’t like each other, to help them talk
about why they are not friends. As a final resort if the other
options don’t work out, split your time equally to spend time with
both groups. GOOD LUCK!!!
*Remember if you have any advice that you need about friendship,
be sure to leave a note in our folder! (friendship central, outside
OTT room)

Crossword Answer Key
Ohio Columbus
Vermont Montpelier
Delaware Dover
Nebraska Lincoln
Virginia Richmond
Maine Augusta
New York Albany
Idaho Boise
Texas Austin
California Sacramento
Oregon Salem
Iowa Des Moines
Utah Salt Lake City
Florida Tallahassee
Alaska Juneau
Montana Helena
Hawaii Honolulu
Arkansas Little Rock
Arizona Phoenix
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Grace the Amazing Dancer
Q: How many years have you been at caap?
A: I have been at caap for 16 years.
Q: Where did you go to college?
A: I went to BU.
Q: Where do you work in the school year?
A: At creative movement, All That Jazz, and a special
needs school. Also I choreograph at Kennedy Middle
School. This year I choreographed for Beauty and the
Beast with my best friend Sylvie doing costumes.
Q: How old are you?
A: I am 25 years old.
Q: Do you have any siblings.
A: My siblings are Rita and Nick.
Q: What classes do you teach?
A: I teach jazz 1, jazz 2, hip hop fusion, and junior
musical. My favorite class is jazz 2.
Q: Are you moving?
A I’m going to move into a house with my best friend
Sylvie Evans and my sister Rita.
Q: What’s your favorite color?
A: My favorite color is purple.
Us T.I.C. hope you learned a lot about Grace.
-

By Charlotte

Interviewing Lucca
Q: How old are you?
A: I am 9 and my birthday is on festival day
Q: What school do you go to?
A: I go to saint peter's school
Q: How long have you been at CAAP?
A: I have been to CAAP for 3 years
Q: What is your favorite food?
A: I really love fried chicken and cinnamon rolls
Q:What is your favorite color?
A: neon green
Q: Who are you in the Junior Musical?
A: I am Duffy the orphan
Q: What classes do you take at CAAP?
A: I take Improve, Junior Girls Rock Band, OTT, Junior
Musical and Broadway Babies
Q: Do you have any siblings?
A: An older brother and a dog that thinks she is human
Q: What do you like to do during festival period?
A: Hang Out
Q:What is your favorite song from Annie?
A: Hard Not Life
Q: What grade are you going into?
A: I am going into 5th grade
-

Interviewed by: Sylvie ( the camper)
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